Inaccurate electrocardiographic interpretation of long QT: the majority of physicians cannot recognize a long QT when they see one.
Physicians in all fields of medicine may encounter patients with long QT syndrome (LQTS). It is important to define the percentage of physicians capable of distinguishing QT intervals that are long from those that are normal because LQTS can be lethal when left untreated. The purpose of this study was to define the percentage of physicians in the different disciplines of medicine who can recognize a long QT when they see one. We presented the ECGs of two patients with LQTS and two healthy females to 902 physicians (25 world-renowned QT experts, 106 arrhythmia specialists, 329 cardiologists, and 442 noncardiologists) from 12 countries. They were asked to measure the QT, calculate the QTc (the QT interval corrected for the heart rate), and determine whether the QT is normal or prolonged. For patients with LQTS, >80% of arrhythmia experts but <50% of cardiologists and <40% of noncardiologists calculated the QTc correctly. Underestimation of the QTc of patients with LQTS and overestimation of the QTc of healthy patients were common. Interobserver agreement was excellent among QT experts, moderate among arrhythmia experts, and low among cardiologists and noncardiologists (kappa coefficient = 0.82, 0.44, and < 0.3, respectively). Correct classification of all QT intervals as either "long" or "normal" was achieved by 96% of QT experts and 62% of arrhythmia experts, but by only <25% of cardiologists and noncardiologists. Most physicians, including many cardiologists, cannot accurately calculate a QTc and cannot correctly identify a long QT.